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Dissipative heat engine is thermodynamially inonsistent
A. M. Makarieva, V. G. Gorshkov
Theoretial Physis Division, Petersburg Nulear Physis Institute,
Gathina, St. Petersburg, Russia, elbapeterlink.ru
Abstrat. A heat engine operating on the basis of the Carnot yle is
onsidered, where the mehanial work performed is dissipated within
the engine at the temperature of the warmer isotherm and the resulting
heat is added to the engine together with an external heat input. The
resulting work performed by the engine per yle is inreased at the
expense of dissipated work produed in the previous yle. It is shown
that suh a dissipative heat engine is thermodynamially inonsistent
violating the rst and seond laws of thermodynamis. The existing
physial models employing the dissipative heat engine onept, in
partiular, the heat engine model of hurriane development, are physially
invalid.
Keywords. Dissipative heat engine, Carnot yle, dissipation, eieny
1 Introdution
The Carnot yle does not involve irreversible proesses or dissipative
losses. In a Carnot heat engine the working body (a uid apable of
expansion, usually gas) reeives heat Qs from a hot body (the heater)
and performs mehanial work As = Qs at temperature Ts. It gives
heat Q0 away to a old body (the ooler) while work A0 = Q0 ≤ Qs
is performed on the gas at temperature T0 ≤ Ts. The resulting work
A > 0 is determined by the energy onservation law (the rst law
of thermodynamis) as A = Qs − Q0. This work is performed by
the working body on its environment. Sine all the proesses in the
Carnot yle are reversible, entropy of the working body is onserved.
Entropy of the environment on whih the work is performed does not
hange either. The amount of entropy Ss = Qs/Ts reeived from the
heater is equal to the amount of entropy S0 = Q0/T0 given away to
the ooler. The equality Qs/Ts = Q0/T0 that stems from the seond
law of thermodynamis ombines with the energy onservation law
to determine eieny ε ≡ A/Qs of the Carnot yle as ε = (Ts −
T0)/Ts < 1. For the Carnot heat engine A ≤ Qs.
The dissipative heat engine onept advaned in [1℄ and disussed
in [2-5℄ is used in modern meteorologial literature to aount for
hurriane intensity [6,7℄. In the dissipative heat engine work Ad (low
index d stands for the dissipative heat engine) produed in the ideal
Carnot yle undergoes dissipation at temperature Ts of the heater.
The resulting heat is added to the working body together with the
external heat Qsd that omes from the heater. In the stationary ase
the relationship between work Ad and external heatQsd is then written
as Ad = ε(Qsd + Ad). Eieny εd = Ad/Qsd of the dissipative heat
engine beomes εd = (Ts−T0)/T0. Thus, for a given Qsd the eieny
of the dissipative heat engine grows innitely with dereasing T0, and
work Ad an beome muh larger than Qsd: Ad ≫ Qsd at T0 ≪ Ts−T0
and εd ≫ 1; Ad → ∞ at T0 → 0. Demanding energy to be onserved
gives Qsd = Q0, i.e. the amount of heat reeived by the dissipative heat
engine from the heater oinides with the amount of heat disposed to
the ooler. It is assumed [1-7℄ that when work Ad dissipates within
the working body of the dissipative heat engine in ontat with the
heater, i.e. at T = Ts, entropy inreases by Ssd = (Qsd + Ad)/Ts. The
derease of entropy due to ontat with the ooler remains S0 = Q0/T0
as in the Carnot heat engine. Taking into aount that Qs = Q0 and
Ad = εdQsd, the mathematial equality Ssd = S0 holds. From this
it is onluded that in the dissipative heat engine the entropy of the
working body remains onstant [5℄ and that the dissipative heat engine
onforms to both rst and seond laws of thermodynamis and an
exist. The main feature of the dissipative heat engine is the possibility
to signiantly inrease work Ad produed by the engine per yle,
to Ad > Qsd and ultimately to innity ompared to the ideal Carnot
yle, where A is always less than Qs.
In this paper we show that the onept of the dissipative heat engine
is based an a physial misinterpretation of the nature of the Carnot
heat engine. When the essential physial features of the heat engine
are taken into aount, the onept of the dissipative heat engine is
shown to be in onit with the laws of thermodynamis.
2 Physis of the Carnot heat engine
The Carnot yle onsists of two isotherms at temperatures T = Ts
and T = T0 of the heater and the ooler, respetively, and of two
adiabates onneting the isotherms. The working body in thermodynami
equilibrium with the heater at T = Ts annot reeive heat from the
latter. To reeive heat, the working body must expand rst, so that
its temperature beomes a little lower than that of the heater, only
then the heat ux from the heater to the working body beomes
possible. Thus, the Carnot heat engine operating on the basis of the
Carnot yle must be furnished with an auxilliary dynami devie that
performs mehanial expansion and ontration of the working body. A
Carnot heat engine where the role of suh a devie is played by an ideal
elasti spring is shown in Fig. 1. The working body (gas) is ontained
in the ylinder apped on one side by a sliding piston that is onneted
to the spring. The piston travels within the ylinder without frition.
Two stops are provided to limit the piston's movement and to dene
the minimum and maximum volumes oupied by the working body,
Fig. 1. In the ultimate states of maximum ompression and extension
èñ. 1: A Carnot heat engine. The working body (gas) (green balls)
is ontained within a losed ylinder (1) with a sliding piston (2) as
the ap. Spring (3) makes the piston move. Elasti stops (4) limit the
minimum and maximum volume of the gas in the yle. During the
yle, the working body is sequentially brought in ontat with the
heater (5) at T = Ts and the ooler (6) at T = T0. The environment
where the engine works (7) is assumed to be innite, so its pressure p
is onstant during the yle.
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of the spring its potential energy is maximum. In the intermediate
state where the spring is relaxed, its potential energy is zero, but the
kineti energy of the working body and the piston is not zero.
The Carnot heat engine is put into operation by introduing an amount
of potential energy into the engine. We will all this energy the start-
up energy. For example, when the gas has the minimum volume in
ontat with the heater, the spring is extended to maximum, Fig. 2A.
In this ase the start-up energy has the form of the potential energy
of the extended spring. The start-up energy an take other forms. For
example, it an be added as a surplus pressure of the working body
ompared to the environment or as the kineti energy of the working
body and the piston.
The yle starts when the spring is extended to the utmost, while the
gas oupies the smallest volume, point a in Fig. 2A. The ylinder,
whih ideally has an innite heat ondutivity, is put in ontat with
the heater at T = Ts. The spring starts ompressing and moves the
piston to the right suh as the volume oupied by the working body
inreases at onstant temperature (the warmer isotherm of the Carnot
yle). The working body reeives heat and, together with the spring,
performs mehanial work on moving the piston. After the amount of
reeived heat reahes Qs, point b in Fig. 2B, the ontat with the heater
is mehanially disrupted. The gas further expands adiabatially until
its temperature diminishes from Ts to T0, point c in Fig. 2C. At this
point the working body is brought in ontat with the ooler at T =
T0. The piston veloity in point c beomes zero, the spring starts
extending and ompresses the working body, whih allows the latter
to dispose heat to the ooler. At point d in Fig. 2D the amount of
disposed heat reahes Q0, the ooler is detahed from the ylinder
and the gas ontinues to be ompressed adiabatially. Its temperature
rises bak to Ts, point a in Fig. 2A. At this point the Carnot yle is
ompleted. Work A performed by the gas has taken the form of the
kineti energy of the piston and an be used outside the engine. If
this work is not taken away, it will ontinuously aumulate within
the engine inreasing the piston veloity and kineti energy with eah
yle. In the result, the power of the engine (i.e., the number of yles
per unit time) will inrease.
Two aspets need to be emphasized. First, the start-up energy is
prinipally important for the heat engine to operate. If there is no
spring, and the gas in the ylinder is in thermodynami equilibrium
with the heater and with the environment, the piston will remain
immobile, the engine will not operate and no work will be produed.
In the ase of an innite environment, Fig. 1A, whih pressure p does
not hange during the yle, the neessary amount of the start-up
energy E (J mol−1) an be alulated as the dierene between work
Ap performed by the piston on the environment with onstant pressure
p and work Aw performed by the working gas with p(v) ≤ p on the
piston as the piston moves from point a to point c, E = Ap − Aw =∫ c
a
(p− p(v))dv = p∆v −
∫ c
a
p(v)dv ≥ 0, where v is molar volume and
pv = RT is the equation of state for the ideal gas, R is the universal
gas onstant. It is easy to see that at ∆v/va ∼ 1, ∆v ≡ vb − va,
the start-up energy E should be of the order of Qs =
∫ b
a
p(v)dv =
RTs ln(1 + ∆v/va). Indeed, we have E ≥ p∆v − RTs ln(1 + ∆v/va) ≈
p∆v − RTs(∆v/va) + RTs(∆v/va)
2/2 ∼ RTs/2 at ∆v/va ∼ 1. This is
a onservative estimate that ignores work performed on the adiabate
b-c where the working body ontinues to expand.
Seond, if the heat ondutivity of the heater and the ooler is suiently
large, it ensures strit isothermy as the piston moves from point a to
point b at T = Ts and from point c to point d at T = T0. Therefore, the
amounts of heat Qs and Q0 reeived and given away, respetively, by
the working body are unambigously determined by the onstrution of
the engine. At a given Ts, the value of Qs is determined by the hange
of molar volume v from point A to point B, Qs =
∫ b
a
pdv ≈ p∆v for
small relative hanges of gas pressure p(v).
The rst and seond laws of thermodynamis for the Carnot yle take
the form
Qs −A = Q0 (1)
Qs/Ts = Q0/T0 (2)
The ve magnitudes entering Eqs. (1) and (2) leave three out of the
ve variables independent, e.g., Qs, Ts and T0. Eqs. (1) and (2) an
èñ. 2: Carnot yle. A: beginning of the warmer isotherm at T = Ts,
the working body is brought in ontat with the heater, the spring
pulls the piston to the right, the gas expands. The initial pressure
p of gas at point a oinides with that of the external environment.
B: end of the warmer isotherm, beginning of the rst adiabate, the
heater is detahed from the engine, the gas expands adiabatially,
its temperature drops from T = Ts to T = T0. C: end of the rst
adiabate, beginning of the older isotherm at T = T0, the working
body is brought in ontat with the ooler, the spring extends and
pushes the piston to the left. D: end of the older isotherm, beginning
of the seond adiabate, gas is ompressed by the moving piston, gas
temperature inreases from T = T0 to T = Ts. Note that in the end
of the yle the piston has aquired kineti energy equal to net work
A performed by the working body in the yle. To keep the engine
stationary, this energy should be taken away from the engine at point
a.
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be written as
A = εQs, Q0 = (1− ε)Qs, ε ≡
Ts − T0
Ts
. (3)
Here two variables are independent, Qs and ε that depends on Ts and
T0. From (3) we obtain by replaing the independent variable Qs by
Q0:
A =
ε
1− ε
Q0, or A = ε(Q0 + A),
ε
1− ε
=
Ts − T0
T0
. (4)
Noteworthy, these relationships oinide with those for the dissipative
heat engine if one replaes Q0 by a formally introdued variable
Qsd ≡ Q0, (5)
where Qsd refers to the external heat input in the dissipative heat
engine. Note that at T0 → 0 in Eq. (4) work A remains nite in the
view of Eq. (2): at onstant Qs and Ts the derease of T0 must be
aompanied by a proportional derease in Q0.
3 Physial meaning of the mathematial relationships
of the dissipative heat engine
Thus, mathematis of the dissipative heat engine formally re-writes
the rst and seond laws of thermodynamis for the Carnot heat
engine, Eqs. (1), (2), by introduing a new variable Qsd ≡ Q0. As
shown in the previous setion, work A an be produed by the Carnot
heat engine after the engine is supplied with the start-up energy and
the working body reeives heat Qs from the heater. After work is
performed in the rst yle, it an be in priniple dissipated into heat
at T = Ts and introdued into the working body at the rst stage of
the seond yle. We note that, although prinipally possible, suh a
proedure is tehnially diult, as it demands a resonane between
the dynamis of the piston movement and that of the dissipation
proess. Charateristi times of the piston movement and the dissipation
proess are ditated by dierent physial laws and generally do not
oinide. Resonane synhronization of these proesses is in the general
ase impossible.
When work A dissipates to heat within the working body, the latter
warms. The Carnot heat engine is originally onstruted suh as while
the piston moves from point a to point b, Fig. 2, the working body
reeives heat Qs. This is possible due to the fat that when the piston
moves and the volume of the gas inreases, the gas beomes a little
older than the heater, enabling the neessary heat to ow from the
heater to the engine. If now the working body has a soure of heat
inside, the extension of the working gas due to piston movement does
not suiently derease the gas temperature to ensure the same ux
Qs from the heater. As presribed by the rst law of thermodynamis
and the ideal gas equation, gas that isothermally expands by a preset
amount (from point a to point b in Fig. 2) reeives a xed amount of
heat Qs. If some part of this heat QA = A is delivered to the working
body as the produt of dissipation of work A, then the amount of
external heat Qsd reeived by the engine from the heater will derease
ompared to the Carnot heat engine toQsd = Qs−A. Sine the amount
of heat reeived by the working body is invariant, the amount of work
A performed by the engine is also invariant and annot be inreased
by dissipating work performed by the engine in the previous yles.
4 The impossibility of dissipative heat engine
Namely the entral idea that "the fration of mehanial energy dissipated...
inreases the heat input to the onvetive heat engine"[1, p. 579℄
is the main physial inonsisteny in the onept of the dissipative
heat engine, whih brings the onept in onit with the laws of
thermodynamis.
Let Qsd = Qs be the total amount of heat reeived by the dissipative
heat engine in the rst yle (no work previously produed). Work
A1 produed during this yle is determined by the Carnot equation
(3). In the subsequent yles heat formed due to the dissipation of
work produed in the preeding yle is added to the xed amount of
external heat Qsd reeived from the heater:
(Ad)n+1 = ε(Qsd + (Ad)n), A1 = εQsd, (6)
where n ≥ 1 is the number of the urrent yle. We have from (6):
(Ad)n = ε(Qs)n, (Qs)n ≡ Qsd(1 + ε+ ε
2 + ...+ εn−1), (7)
(Q0)n = (Qs)n − (Ad)n = Qsd(1− ε
n). (8)
Here (Ad)n is work produed in the n-th yle; (Qs)n is the total
heat reeived by the working body (external heat plus the dissipative
heat from work performed in the previous yles), (Qs)n grows with n;
(Q0)n is the amount of heat given away to the ooler, it dereases with
growing n at ε < 1. As is easy to see, at n→∞ work Ad = (Ad)∞ is
formally determined by the equation of the dissipative heat engine:
Ad = ε(Qsd + Ad), Q0 = (1− ε)(Qsd + Ad) = Qsd. (9)
Ad =
ε
1− ε
Qsd =
Ts − T0
T0
Qsd. (10)
In order to inrease the power of a heat engine, it is neessary to
inrease the start-up energy of the engine, i.e. to add potential or
kineti energy, not heat, to the engine. Eq. (10) says that work Ad
performed by the dissipative heat engine inreases innitely at xed
Qsd with T0 → 0. Thus, the dissipative heat engine represents an
engine that re-irulates heat to work and bak at a potentially innite
power; it produes work Ad greater than work A of the Carnot heat
engine that operates with the same external heat input Qsd = Qs, f.
Eq. (10) and Eq. (3). An innite power of this re-irulation an be
ahieved by simply dereasing temperature T0 of the ooler. Obviously,
suh an engine annot exist. Indeed, it violates both the rst and the
seond laws of thermodynamis. Sine for a given heat engine Qs =
Qsd + Ad = const, for eah yle (Ad)n = εQs = A is also onstant.
No aumulation of energy beyond A within the engine is possible in
any yle. Thus, Ad > A in the dissipative heat engine would violate
the energy onservation law (the rst law of thermodynamis). On
the other hand, sine in the Carnot yle all heat Qs reeived by the
working body on the warmer isotherm is onverted to work with an
entropy inrease S = Qs/Ts ≈ p∆v/Ts, the ondition Qsd + Ad > Qs
of the dissipative heat engine would mean an additional dissipation
of work Ad to heat and its regeneration bak to work Ad from heat
at one at the same temperature (with zero entropy inrement), whih
is prohibited by the seond law of thermodynamis as formulated by
Lord Kelvin.
5 Conlusions
Formula (10) for work Ad of a heat engine where the work produed
is dissipated within the engine, is inorret. The problem onsists in
the fat that with inreasing dissipation rate (Ad)n the external heat
input in (6), (9) does not remain onstant, but dereases as Qsd =
Qs − (Ad)n, while total heat input Qs to the working body remains
onstant. Putting Qsd = Qs−Ad into Eqs. (9) gives Qsd = (1−ε)Qs =
(T0/Ts)Qs. Therefore, at T0 → 0 we have Qsd → 0 (no heat input
from the heater) and work Ad = A = εQs = const remains limited
and equal to that of a Carnot heat engine where no dissipation takes
plae. We summarize that dissipation of work within a heat engine
annot inrease the work produed by the engine. We also note that
as far as Qs = Qsd+Ad = const, the formally written entropy balane
equation for the dissipative heat engine Sd = Qsd/Ts+Ad/Ts−Q0/T0 =
Qs/Ts−Q0/T0 = 0 is mathematially idential to the entropy balane
equation of the Carnot heat engine, where one term Qs/Ts is formally
divided into two, Qs/Ts = Qsd/Ts + Ad/Ts. The problem with the
dissipative heat engine is physial, not mathematial.
Generally, the available onsiderations of atmospheri irulation on
the basis of a thermodynami yle like Carnot yle [1-7℄ do not take
into aount the neessity of an auxilliary dynami physial system
that would possess energy E and work to expand and ontrat the
working body of the atmospheri heat engine  the air. The lassial
Carnot heat engine is based on equilibrium thermodynamis, whih
presribes that all the non-equilibrium proesses of the yle like heat
transfer from the heater to the working body our at an innitely
small rate. Therefore, the power (work performed per unit time) of
the ideal Carnot heat engine is innitely small. A working body in
thermodynami equilibriumwith an innite heat soure (oean) annot
spontaneously start expanding and reeiving heat at a nite rate; this
is thermodynamially prohibited. Similarly, in the upper atmosphere
there is no physial system that would ompress the air and make it
release heat to the upper older levels. Drop of air pressure observed
in hurrianes annot be the result of a Carnot heat engine operating in
the atmosphere. Patterns of atmospheri irulation annot be explained
on the basis of either a Carnot heat engine or, even more so, the
dissipative heat engine. The nature of atmospheri irulation is dynami,
not thermodynami, and related to the release of potential energy
during ondensation of water vapor as reently proposed [8-10℄.
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